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Your perfect offer needs to be in 
a format that your audience will 

consume it
(video, PDF, guides, MP3, checklist, workbook, cheat sheet)

What format is your audience going to consume the content 
in and what format is going to make the biggest impact for 
your audience? 

Audio Learner, Visual Learner, Kinesthetic Learner

Research and poll your audience, figure out what they 
need, in what format, and then build it and test it thoroughly
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It needs to be consumable
within 15 minutes or less

Create something that is consumable that will give your 
audience tons of value and tons of benefit that they can go 
and implement into their business or into their own lives

This will instantly make yourself an authority in that niche 
because you’ve given them something of value that they 
can use, and they can implement quickly, have a quick wins.

You want them to walk away from your opt-in feeling good 
about themselves, easily implement it in their business or 
their life, and effortlessly move onto the next win
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Your perfect offer needs to solve 
one problem that your audience has 

Only 1 problem- period

You need to know your audience and know your target 
market well enough to understand what their problems 
are and choose just one that you can solve with your 
perfect offer

Trying to solve more than 1 problem at a time means
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It won’t be short and sweet
Won’t be clear
No quick win



Your opt-in needs to coincide 
with your mission 

“A confused mind always says no” - Marie Forleo

What is your mission?

How that applies to your audience

How your audience can benefit with your perfect offer

How that offer fits the mission of your business
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Keep it catchy and keep it clear
Keep your title catchy and clear

Using quantifiable language will instantly bring in your 
audience and give them something to expect

Utilize this type of language to bring in their audience and 
to create  curiosity

Everything is always about your customers: how they feel, 
what they need, what their expectations are, what their 
desires are. Putting that into your title will invoke a sense 
of ownership
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Deliver What you promise
Once you tell people what they’re getting, actually deliver 
it to them

Give them what your description and visual tells them 
they’re getting

The only way that we build relationships with our audience 
is by building trust over and over again

It’s especially important with your opt-in because this 
might be the very first time they’re seeing you. If you 
break that trust right away, they’re not going to come back 
They’re not going to buy from you
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Research, Research, Research
Research, ask, and talk to your audience

Figure out what it is that they need, 
and how your talents can help them

Don’t generalize your questions. Be 
really specific.

Test the title of your opt-in or products 
that by asking, “Which title resonates 
with you the most?”

Do comparison posts 

Respond to the answers that they’re 
giving you. 
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Private message people and ask for 
detail

Don’t assume that your audience 
has the vocabulary, or can put into 
words what they need, or what they 
want from you

You need to do the research. You 
need to figure that out yourself. 
Then poll your audience or ask your 
audience, figure out from your cus-
tomers what they like best out of 
what you’ve chosen for them.



Don’t forget to follow up.
SECRET 8

If they’ve taken time out of their day 
to give you their email address, give 
you their name, or watch your video, 
they’re interested

It’s the biggest mistake you can make 
as an entrepreneur to have a warm lead 
that is loving your content and you 
don’t take them through the customer 
journey

Remember no lead is going to go from 
a zero-dollar opt-in to spending $1,000  
or $10,000 with you

You need to develop that relationship 
and build that trust over time.

Build a value ladder or a sales funnel

Take them through a journey, and giv-
ing them a very clear path to success 

Help your audience grow over time 
so that you give them value, they see 
quick wins over time, and you build 
that trust with them.

Bonus



oFFER!Are you ready to create your product?

Impactful Opt-in Fulfillment 

JillianKendrick.com/mini

Build, Produce, and Deliver your brand 
new opt-in online today for only $27


